
 

 

Meeting Notes from Address Subcommittee Kick-off Meeting 
12/14/2016, Census HQ, Suitland, MD 

 
In-person Attendees:  
Deirdre Bishop, Geography Division (GEO), Census Bureau 
Dierdre Bevington-Attardi, GEO, Census Bureau 
Dave Cackowski, GEO, Census Bureau  
Stephanie Crews-Jones, Department of Justice 
Doug Geverdt, Department of Education 
Parrish Henderson, Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
Steve Lewis, Department of Transportation 
Lynda Liptrap, GEO, Census Bureau 
Carolyn Pickering, Economic Reimbursable Surveys Division (ERD), Census Bureau  
Karen Poole, Census Bureau Meeting Facilitator 
Paul Riley, GEO, Census Bureau  
Diane Snediker, Economic Reimbursable Surveys Division (ERD), Census Bureau 
John Weers, Department of Energy 
Martha Wells, Spatial Focus, Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA) 
Ed Wells, Washington Metropolitan Area Transportation Authority (WMATA), Washington, DC (URISA) 
Jon Sperling, Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Matt Zimolzak, GEO, Census Bureau 
 
Remote Attendees per WebEx list: (does not include those who called in only):  
Andrew Bailey, Department of the Interior 
Jen Carlino, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) 
Michael Donnelly, Department of Homeland Security 
Jonathan Duran, State of Arkansas 
Michael Fashoway, State of Montana 
Ben Gurga, Social Security Administration 
Michael Gurley, State of Oregon 
Fharon Hicks, U.S. Postal Service 
Mark Holmes, State of Michigan 
David Jackson, District of Columbia 
Christian Jacqz, State of Massachusetts (Next Generation 911)  
Earl Johnson, U.S. Postal Service 
Josh Linard, Department of Energy 
Eric Litt, Department of Veterans Affairs 
Jerry McMullen, State of Vermont 
Kenny Miller, Retired Maryland Geographic Information Officer 
Susan Moore, Oakland County Michigan 
Dan Ross, State of Minnesota 
Doug Schleifer, State of New Jersey 
Pascal Schuback, Cascadia Region Earthquake Workgroup (CREW) 
Joe Sewash, State of North Carolina 
Tom Swanson, City of Philadelphia 
Jim Thompson, State of California 
Jason Warzinik, Boone County, Missouri 
Sara Yurman, Spatial Focus 
 
Call-in Only: Aaron Ray, Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Dona Pena (State of California), Rob 
Renner (HUD), Tina Smith (DOJ). 



 

 

 
PLEASE NOTE: We were not able to capture the list of participants who called in only (i.e., those who 
were not logged into WebEx). Please inform Mark Lange (mark.lange@census.gov) of anyone we have 
missed on the above list so we can include them in the distribution list.   
 
Welcoming comments: The Meeting began with a Welcome from Deirdre Bishop, Chief, Geography 
Division, Census Bureau. Deirdre is pleased that the Address Theme is finally coming to fruition after 
these many years. Tim Trainor’s early efforts were noted. Deirdre outlined Tim’s new role as Geospatial 
Scientist and he will maintain his connection to this theme and others within the FGDC framework as the 
Address Theme Executive Champion from the Census Bureau and Senior Agency Official for Geospatial 
Information (SAOGI) for the Department of Commerce. 
 
Further Introductions/Participants Information: Tim Trainor (Census Bureau) and Richard McKinney 
(Department of Transportation – DOT) are the two agency Executive Champions for the Address Theme. 
On the DOT side, Steve Lewis is serving as the Co-Theme Lead, Address Subcommittee Co-Chair (acting) 
and Technology Operations Manager (acting). On the Census Bureau side, Lynda Liptrap is the Co-Theme 
Lead, and Mark Lange is the Address Subcommittee Co-Chair. The Dataset Manager is Matt Zimolzak 
(Census Bureau). Following these introductions, Lynda Liptrap asked participants from federal, state, 
and local government and private sector to introduce themselves and describe how their agency or 
organization uses address information. What we heard in the introductions was very encouraging for 
the development of the National Address Database (NAD). Each participant was asked to respond to the 
following questions:  
 

• How does your organization consume or produce address data? What is your organization’s 
interest in addresses? Editor’s note: Since each answer varied in length and detail, a request will 
be sent with these minutes to record a more comprehensive statement from each organization 
to respond to these introductory questions. We appreciate your cooperation in returning this 
survey with a short response. 

• Are we missing anyone? The group inquired about the National Emergency Number Association 
(NENA). Members of this organization were invited to the kick-off meeting, but were unable to 
attend. Steve Lewis mentioned that Laurie Flaherty (National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) of DOT) can be the liaison for NENA at future meetings. Please contact 
the subcommittee chairs (Mark Lange, Steve Lewis) with your suggestions for additional 
participants. 

 
Theme Goals, Plans, and Announcements: Among the goals discussed for the early stages of the 
Address Theme development are the completing Theme Definition, establishing the Charter for the 
Subcommittee, gathering User Requirements for the NAD, evaluating the Pilot Database (generated 
from the Pilot Study for a National Address Database), and developing the Strategic Plan. First steps 
towards the finalization of the Address Theme Definition were initiated later in this meeting, starting 
with a definition drafted by the subcommittee and theme management team, and supplemented by 
comments and an additional draft definition from meeting participants. The draft definition submitted 
by Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA) representatives and additional 
comments from participants will be shared with membership following the kick-off meeting, and 
discussed in subsequent meetings (January 11, 2017). A planned workshop on February 21, 2017 will be 
held at the DOT to establish user requirements for a NAD. 
 
Address Theme Background and Challenges:  Steve Lewis and Lynda Liptrap provided background on 
the Address Theme’s history, timeline, studies, presentations, and Summits leading up to the 
development of the NAD Pilot Study (launched in October 2015). The pilot resulted in a Pilot Database of 
over 16.8 million addresses that will be the subject of future Subcommittee meetings. Steve’s 
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presentation outlined how the development process might work with both “vetted” crowdsourcing 
process and a workflow to introduce quality checks for publicly available data from existing state 
sources that “have” programs already (31 states plus D.C.). He also announced the work by Mike Byrne 
at the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau(CFPB) to develop a National Geocoder (for “have not” 
states and a future App Challenge to develop tools to serve this community. Several challenges were 
revealed in the Pilot involving data sharing agreements, consistency with address schemas, and future 
funding. The Pilot contains data from Arizona, Arkansas, and Boone County, Missouri in a test 
development cloud environment (MS Azure) and was proof of concept that the aggregation and 
integration of statewide collections and ETLs (Extract, Transform, Load) into a uniform NAD schema was 
a straight forward process. A streamlined FME (Feature Manipulation Engine) enabled NAD Pilot 
developers to integrate existing state schemas (FGDC and CLDXF) fairly easily to develop the Pilot 
Database. Early results propelled an expanded state list of “haves” and “have nots” to form the 
“Coalition of the Willing” for future NAD developments and activities in FY2017.  
 
Currently both DOT and the Census Bureau lack funding to support the NAD in FY17. Census has 
developed a FY18 funding initiative for the NAD (separate from the Census program budget). Deirdre 
Bishop asked to hear from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) representative participating in 
the meeting regarding the Census Bureau’s interest in seeking funding for a FY18 initiative. Steve Lewis 
is meeting with NHTSA next week to brainstorm further on the disbursement of $200K in 911 grants to 
build a point address system. He encouraged federal agencies as consumers of this data to consider 
funding NAD development activities and Web Feature Services (WFS) that will save money currently 
spent on commercial data sources. Neither DOT or Census are currently able to provide or further 
develop these services or a hosting environment to continue the trajectory of the early NAD Pilot.   
 
For further documentation of the background, documentation, and results from the Pilot, see this 
presentation that will be posted on an upcoming GeoPlatform Address Theme Community page, or the 
bibliography (with links) attached to the meeting Agenda sent previously to participants and invites. 
 
Draft Theme Definition. The Theme Definition is the highest near-term priority so that we can proceed 
with development of the Address Theme Community page on the GeoPlatform, etc. Participants 
discussed the definition of “Address” compiled by Mark Lange, the co-Chair of the Address 
Subcommittee, which is based on the FGDC Address Standard, namely:  
 

The words, numbers, or both used to describe a location by reference to a geographic location 
and potentially associated with a thoroughfare or landmark. An address may specify a point of 
postal delivery.  
 

 Alternative variations of the definition were also presented:  
 

The data elements used to specify a location by reference to a thoroughfare or landmark. An 
address may specify a point of postal delivery.  
 
The words, numbers, or both used to describe a location by reference to a geographic location 
and potentially associated with a thoroughfare or landmark. An address may specify a point of 
postal delivery. An address does not include email, computer system addresses, address 
occupants, or mail recipients.  

 
Discussion and comments on the draft definition:  
 

• Pathways, trails, rivers, lakes—pertains to thoroughfare (multiple types of paths). A reference to 
roads, therefore, is not as comprehensive as thoroughfare. Suggest keeping exact wording of 



 

 

FGDC standard and add geography to it:  An address point specifies a location with reference to 
a thoroughfare or a landmark and provides its geographic coordinates; it may correspond to a 
point of postal delivery. 

• The definition allows for linkage to parcel information; however, parcels do not have a 1:1 
relationship to addresses.  

• The Civic Location Data Exchange Format (CLDXF) NENA—tracks closely to the FGDC Address 
Standard. Proposed GIS Data Model standard NG 911 STA-006. 

• Site or structure address points ideally represent the location of a site or structure of the 
location of 911 access to a site or structure. Site structure points can also represent landmarks.  

• Geographic area: Not always defined by a geographic coordinate. Could be a node id in a 
transportation network.  

• Reference system: In many jurisdictions, the reference system is absorbed. Useful thing to have 
and collect. 

• Aggregation of addresses without coordinates—future discussion topic. 
• Landmarks in the ‘911’ world may also refer to maritime markers, channels, buoys. Highway 

mile markers sometimes function like an address along a roadway. An address landmark is 
something similar to The White House. 

• Consider the FGDC Address Standard definition of an address, since a lot of thought, time, 
conversation about an address went into the standard. Items to be considered for inclusion in 
the theme consist of more than just an address such as elements, coordinate or geographic 
reference, metadata, and address reference systems. The standard considered rules for how 
addresses are assigned and maintained. These elements need to be part of the theme in order 
to test quality. The address structures from location to location do not adhere to one national 
rule, i.e., parity, odd numbers on one side, even on the other—this is not consistent from state 
to state or locality to locality. Where parities are different or mixed, there are rules to manage. 

 

The following is an alternate Address Theme Definition presented by URISA representatives Ed 
and Martha Wells at the meeting:  

An address specifies a location by reference to a thoroughfare or landmark; or it 
specifies a point of postal delivery. The address theme encompasses all United States 
and U.S. Territory addresses, and the address reference systems that govern them. It 
also includes the coordinate locations, linear reference locations, and transportation 
network identifiers (nodes and segment identifiers) that correspond to addresses. The 
address theme includes address content (elements and attributes), classification, data 
quality measures, data exchange schemas, and address reference system elements and 
rules, as defined in the FGDC United States Thoroughfare, Landmark, and Postal Address 
Data Standard. The address theme does not include the features (parcels, buildings, etc.) 
whose locations may be specified by addresses. The address theme also excludes email, 
IP, and other computer system addresses.  It also excludes the names of occupants or 
addressees of mail.  

This definition is over 130 words, however, we don’t need to be constrained by word count. The word 
count for the other NGDA themes is variable.  The Governmental Units Theme definition is an example 
of a lengthy theme definition. Participants are encouraged to send feedback to Mark Lange (contact 
Information below) by Jan. 4th. These comments will be compiled through Mark and sent to participants 
for consideration before the January 11 meeting. We encourage a lot of input from the subcommittee.  
 



 

 

Introduce the charter: The Address Subcommittee will send a draft of the charter for participants to 
review before our next meeting. It will be modelled on other FGDC charters and incorporate the Address 
Theme Definition. Per FGDC governance, the charter distinguishes voting partners (federal agency 
representatives) vs. non-voting members. Will discuss the charter in greater detail at the next meeting. 
In addition, the charter allows for the formation of subgroups that allow a subset of the subcommittee 
to work on particular issues in more detail. 
 
Upcoming meetings:  
The next meeting is Wednesday, January 11 at the DOT in Washington, DC.  We will talk about the 
theme definition and the charter at this meeting. Proposed time for a regularly scheduled monthly 
meeting is 2nd Wednesday of the month, 1-2:30 pm. Tentative dates for the next six months of meetings 
are listed below. Feb 21, 2017 is the date for the Address User Requirements Workshop at DOT with the 
goal of capturing requirements from users, especially federal agencies, for the NAD.  
 

Regular Subcommittee Schedule for First Half of 2017 
Month Date Day Time Location 

January 11 Wed 1:00–2:30pm Eastern DOT 
February 8 Wed 1:00–2:30pm Eastern Census HQ 

March 9 Wed 1:00–2:30pm Eastern DOT 
April 13 Thurs* 1:00–2:30pm Eastern Census HQ 
May 10 Wed 1:00–2:30pm Eastern DOT 
June 14 Wed 1:00–2:30pm Eastern Census HQ 

      Note: All meetings will be broadcast remotely via WebEx.  The April meeting is on a Thurs 
      due to meeting space availability. 

 
Contact Information:  
 
Mark Lange, Address Subcommittee Co-Chair 
Census Bureau  
301.763.2660 
mark.lange@census.gov 
 
Steve Lewis, Address Subcommittee Co-Chair 
DOT 
steve.lewis@dot.gov 
202.366.9223 
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